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Rendering Shakespearean Rhetoric Visible in the Boydell
Shakespeare Gallery

Katherine Kickel
Miami University of Ohio

Traditionally, the Boydell Shakespeare Gallery is considered an important
moment in England’s art history narrative. In this essay, I argue that the
Boydell collection also reflects a new preference for reading Shakespeare’s
plays in the eighteenth century via its editorial illustration of parts of the plays
that would not normally be emphasized in theatrical productions.

On an evening in November of 1786, at a dinner party of eight
gentlemen at the Hampstead home of Josiah Boydell, a spirited
debate arose over the veritable absence of an English School of
Historical Painting. After the dinner was over, Alderman John
Boydell, his nephew, Josiah Boydell, and the bookseller George
Nichol drafted a proposal that would outline the details of a new
business arrangement. By pooling their investment capital, the
group planned to commission the finest English artists of the day
to produce oil paintings and prints of Shakespeare’s plays. The
resulting works would be shown in a specially built exhibition
space at no. 52 Pall Mall and further marketed through a
subscription print service.
On May 14, 1789, the Boydell Shakespeare Gallery opened
its doors to much anticipation. Despite the fact that the shop held a
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mere thirty-four paintings, the guests poured in. Yet many initial
reviews were tempered by concerns about the gallery’s relationship
to concurrent theatre productions. In a May 6, 1789 issue of The
Public Advertiser, one critic admitted:
There was some reason to fear that our painters would have
sought for and gathered their ideas from the theatre, and given
us portraits of the well-dressed Ladies and Gentlemen [of the
stage] . . . There was some reason to fear a representation of
all that extravaganza of attitude and start [sic] which is
tolerated, nay in a degree demanded, at the playhouse. But
this has been avoided; the pictures in general give a mirror of
the poet . . . . 1

From the gallery’s inception, then, many critics worried about the
effect contemporary stage spectacle might have on the collection’s
rendering of Shakespearean imagery.2
Despite the persistence of these concerns, from 1786-1804
the Boydell Shakespeare Gallery was quite literally the talk, and
the toast, of London’s elite. At the Academy Dinner of 1789,
Joshua Reynolds, Edmund Burke, and the Prince of Wales all
honored “an English tradesman who patronizes art better than the
Grand Monarque . . . .” That tradesman was Alderman Boydell.3
Hereafter, the press frequently referred to John Boydell as the
“Commercial Maecenas” of London, and for a time the civic
respect and commercial success just kept on coming.4
On December 12, 1803, however, the Boydell Shakespeare
Gallery closed its doors due to financial ruin. The brilliant
prospects of the project had failed, partially due to poor business
administration. To satisfy the demands of his creditors, John
1

Quoted in Winifred H. Friedman, Boydell’s Shakespeare Gallery
(New York: Garland Publishing Inc., 1976), 75.
2

Ibid., 75.

3

Quoted in W. Moelwyn Merchant, Shakespeare and the Artist
(London: Oxford University Press, 1959), 69.
4

Ibid., 69.
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Boydell proposed a lottery plan to liquidate what remained of the
firm’s assets. Unfortunately, on December 10, 1804, he passed
away, leaving his nephew, Josiah, with the burden of overseeing
the raffle. A total of 22,000 three-guinea tickets were sold to the
lottery, but only one grand winner emerged. Mr. Tassie, a
medallion maker, walked away with the bulk of the collection and,
to some extent, the defunct dream that the collection represented.5
Today, no more than forty of the original two hundred
paintings remain.6 What happened in the fourteen years between
the gallery’s opening and its closing is essentially the story of John
Boydell’s failed effort to establish an English School of Historical
Painting. However, the gallery’s demise also illustrates how
public taste had shifted in a decade and a half, when, for the first
time in history, a preference emerged for reading Shakespeare’s
plays. In this essay, I will revisit the Boydell Shakespeare Gallery
in order to examine the motives behind this eighteenth-century
phenomenon, and I will consider how the gallery’s holdings reflect
the era’s new privileging of reading, rather than seeing, the plays.
As the critic from The Public Advertiser duly testifies, while some
of Boydell’s artists took their cues from London’s theatre culture,
many also took pains to distinguish themselves by illustrating parts
of the plays that would never have appeared on stage and that
could only be found in the language of the text.
At the end of the eighteenth century Shakespeare had come
to occupy a point of pride in English cultural identity, and the
Boydell Gallery sought to exploit this standing in order to bolster
the international reputation of English painting, which had often
been deemed inferior in comparison to other European Schools.
Robin Hamlyn, in “The Shakespeare Galleries of John Boydell and
James Woodmason,” describes the optimism that surrounded the
5

For more information on the lottery scheme, see Winifred Friedman,
“Some Commercial Aspects of the Boydell Shakespeare Gallery,” Journal of the
Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 36 (1973), 399-400.
6

A. E. Santaniello, “Introduction,” in The Boydell Shakespeare Gallery
(New York: Benjamin Blom, 1968), 5.
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early years: “For artists generally there was all the air of a historic
moment in British art having at last arrived, together with all the
promise for future glory.”7 If the excitement surrounding the
gallery’s implicit nationalism seems offset by a certain naiveté, it
is important to remember that the aim of establishing an English
School of Historical Painting originated from the project’s
financiers.
In the original catalogue that accompanied the premier
exhibition, John Boydell famously described his intentions:
I hope, upon inception of what has been done, and is now
doing, the Subscribers will be satisfied with the exertions that
have been made, and will think that their confidence has not
been misplaced; especially when they consider the difficulties
that a great undertaking, like the present, has to encounter, in a
country where Historical Painting is still but in its infancy—
To advance that art towards maturity, and establish an English
School of Historical Painting, was the great object of the
present design.8

Boydell’s bold proclamation that his aim in founding the gallery
was to “advance [English] art towards maturity” thus formed the
cornerstone of the venture. However, there was a major crux in all
of this earnest planning. Since, as Boydell admits, the economic
success of the endeavor depended on the subscription sales of the
prints of the paintings, it became clear that trouble was brewing
when the gallery focused on founding a national painting
movement rather than fashioning itself as a commercial distributor
of art.
Prints were the heart of how the gallery would actually
make its money, so the development of a subscription service that
would market and sell copies of famous paintings at a modest price
7

Robin Hamlyn, “The Shakespeare Galleries of John Boydell and
James Woodmason,” in Shakespeare In Art, ed. Jane Martineau et al., 97-114
(New York: Merrell Publishers, 2003), 99.
8

John Boydell, “Preface to the Original Catalogue,” in The Boydell
Shakespeare Gallery (New York: Benjamin Blom, 1968), i.
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became the basis for any successful return on the monies that were
invested. Winifred H. Friedman asserts that, as the development of
the gallery’s patronage of the arts evolved, some apparent neglect
occurred in the overseeing of the subscription service.9 Many
customers became disenchanted with the casualness of the firm’s
records as well as the ever-changing nature of its business relations
to the artists, engravers, and printers. At its height, the gallery
served 1,384 subscribers on the firm’s invoices, but vagueness
associated with the financial details of the print service coupled
with the poor quality of the engravings contributed to its demise.10
While differing degrees of attention—some positive, others
not—have been allotted to the value of the Boydell collection as a
contribution to England’s art history, it is also interesting to
consider what the collection’s holdings suggest about the paradigm
shift associated with the new enthusiasm for reading the plays in
the eighteenth century. One way of viewing the Boydell
collection, then, is as a pictorial expression of the era’s relentless
adaptation and editorial practice.
Of course, the eighteenth century is famous for its textual
adaptations of Shakespeare. In The Making of the National Poet:
Shakespeare, Adaptation, and Authorship, 1660-1769, Michael
Dobson observes that it is the eighteenth century that gave us
the first conflation of two Shakespeare plays into one (The
Law Against Lovers, created by Sir William Davenant from
Measure for Measure and Much Ado About Nothing in 1662);
the first Troilus and Cressida in which Cressida commits
suicide to prove her innocence (John Dryden’s Troilus and
Cressida, or Truth Found Too Late, first acted in 1679); the
first Henry V in which the protagonist is pursued to France by
his scorned ex-mistress Harriet, disguised as a page (Aaron
Hill’s King Henry the Fifth, or, The Conquest of France by the
English, 1723); the first As You Like It to betroth Celia to
Jacques and include Pyramus and Thisbe (Charles Johnson’s
Love in a Forest, performed in the same year); and the first
9

Friedman, “Some Commercial Aspects,” 396-401.

10

Ibid., 399.
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Cymbeline to observe the unities of time and place (prepared
by William Hawkins in 1759).11

Obviously, many of these adaptations were made possible, in part,
by the inter-textuality that the rampant publishing of the plays
encouraged between the beginning of the eighteenth century and
its end. Indeed, it is impossible to separate the construction of
Shakespeare as Britain’s National Bard from his installation on the
reading page for its millions of citizens. Thus as Shakespeare rose
in prominence among the academic elite, he simultaneously
became an important component of secondary and post-secondary
curriculums and a topic of sustained scholarly attention in the
works of Rowe, Pope, Theobald, Hammer, Warburton, Steevens,
Copell, Malone, and, of course, Johnson.
Such scholarly attention, in turn, produced a renewed
interest in the popular editing of his plays, exemplified by some of
the more famous stage adaptations cited above by Michael
Dobson. However, W. Moelwyn Merchant notes that a new
practice of illustrating Shakespeare also accompanied this initial
editing phenomenon.12 In the course of the eighteenth century,
then, the public appetite for Shakespearean imagery formerly
supplied by the theatre did not go away; it evolved as textual
illustration became the new medium for seeing Shakespeare.
Publisher after publisher took up the trend of including
illustrations alongside the plays, beginning with Tonson’s 1714
edition and extending to the Bellamy and Robarts text of 1791. 13
As a result, scholars like T. S. R. Boase assert that in the
eighteenth century the preferred edition of Shakespeare was most
certainly an illustrated one.14 Given the attention that has been
11

Michael Dobson, The Making of the National Poet: Shakespeare,
Adaptation and Authorship, 1660-1769 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1992), 4.
12

Merchant, Shakespeare and the Artist, 70.

13

Santaniello, “Introduction,” 6.

14

Santaniello, “Introduction,” 7.
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paid to the variety of ways in which Shakespeare’s plays were
edited and adapted in this period, it is also interesting to consider
ways in which the Boydell Gallery reflects, in its way, a similar
form of editorial practice exemplified in its illustration choices.
In the course of researching the collection, I noted that
some of the Boydell artists choose to depict scenes that are not
staged in the production of the plays; immediately, I wondered if
this trend might be representative of a subtler form of adaptation
than the radical textual revision of the plays usually associated
with eighteenth-century productions. No doubt, the Boydell
images influenced the public’s conception of the how the plays
should look; yet some of the artists distinguished their work from
late eighteenth-century theatre culture by illustrating scenes that do
not appear on stage. It is interesting to consider, then, the ways in
which the Boydell Gallery attends either to those parts of the plays
that could not be staged or, even more interestingly, to those parts
of the plays that occur off-stage and are only retold or implied in
on-stage dialogue. By privileging the parts of the plays that a
playgoer could only experience as a result of reading or hearing the
plays read rather than seeing them, many of the Boydell paintings
render “invisible” portions of the text visually manifest and, in
doing so, emphasize their significance to the play’s design in new
and innovative ways. The evident intent of these works to realize
rhetorical snippets of the plays that occur off-stage, along with
their “invisible” imagery, reminds us that for the first time in
history many of the artists, like many of the eighteenth century’s
citizens, were coming to the plays by reading them.
The kinds of prints in the Boydell Gallery that render what
I am referring to as off-stage action can be divided into three
subcategories. The first is comprised of “indirect stories,” or
paintings that illustrate a subplot in the play that is never explicitly
staged but is rather retold, or alluded to, by a character on the
stage. The second category includes examples of “difficult
staging,” or paintings that render scenes that might be avoided in
dramatic productions due to their technical challenge. Finally, the
third category consists of paintings that render important national
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moments that are highlighted in the plays’ subplots in order to
enhance the prominence of the Boydell collection by linking its
work to the construction of a popular English monarchal history.
Since I am interested in examining the paintings that were intended
for gallery exhibition as well as subscription service, rather than
those that were commissioned solely for the printed edition of the
plays, I am concentrating on the large plates from the Boydell’s
Imperial Folio. This folio represents about one hundred prints that
hung in the gallery in addition to the hundred or so engravings
intended for the nine-volume edition of the plays. Because the
gallery was ultimately dispersed by the lottery, it is important to
remember that the engraved plates are what remain of the actual
collection. Since many of the paintings have been lost or
destroyed, the points that I am making here are curious
observations, rather than exhaustive generalizations, about the
gallery’s holdings.
The first plate that I would like to consider is an example of
an illustration of an “indirect story,” or a painting that alludes to a
subplot in the play that is never explicitly staged.15 The example is
taken from As You Like It—a popular play in the eighteenth
century for reading, staging, and adapting. Plate number 23,
painted by Raphael West, depicts Act IV, Scene iii, in which
Oliver relates Orlando’s rescue of him from the lion. Clearly, this
is a crucial point in the play because it resolves the strained
relationship between the brothers. It comes as little surprise, then,
that this particular “indirect story” would be chosen for illustration,
especially since it is a scene that is emphasized in the hearing or
reading of the play rather than in its staging. It is interesting to
note that West does not illustrate the injury to Orlando’s arm, and
15

All of the illustrations for this article are taken from The Boydell
Shakespeare Gallery: A Series of Ninety-Six Photographs, with Selections from
the Text (London: W. Mansell, 1879) and are used by permission of the
Department of Special Collections, Kelvin Smith Library, Case Western
Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio. All further references to the photographs
of the Boydell Collection cited here will occur in the text and will use the
illustration’s plate number as its reference.
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that, by omitting the injury, he succeeds in editorially stressing the
importance of Oliver’s ethical transformation rather than merely
reinforcing Orlando’s selflessness.

Plate 23

Another example of an “indirect story” (or scene that
appears in the text but that would not be staged) in the Boydell
collection is from Richard III. In Act IV, Scene iii, Tyrrell
describes the murder of the two young princes. In Plate 78, James
Northcote renders Dighton and Forest leaning over the princes
before their untimely deaths.
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Plate 78

In Plate 79, Northcote depicts the latter part of these off-stage
murders, which includes the disposal of the boys’ bodies down the
tower stairs.
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Plate 79

The killing of the young princes is one of Richard’s most
insidious acts, and it signifies his utter greed for power at any cost.
In the paintings, Northcote deliberately amplifies the innocence of
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Prince Edward and the Duke of York via the complacency on their
faces. Here, the fact that the dirty work of Richard’s reign is
dependent upon his henchman is also highlighted in the depiction
of the soldiers’ gnarled expressions as they lean over the deceased
bodies.
The second kind of off-stage action that the Boydell
Gallery renders visible for its viewers is a scene that occurs in the
play, but that would be difficult to stage and, as a result, might be
overshadowed by other dramatic action or omitted altogether in a
theatrical production. In Act III, Scene iii, of A Winter’s Tale,
Plate 86, J. Wright takes his cue from one of the play’s most
striking and technically challenging stage directions: “Exit
[Antigonus] pursued by a bear.” While the death of Antigonus
would seem to introduce a tragic and serious note to the play, in
performance it is difficult to simulate a live bear on stage without
seeming farcical. Here, though, the bear is subordinated to the sea
cost, and the individual is literally eclipsed by his environment.
Thus Wright negotiates this technical challenge by introducing a
sublime landscape (e.g., his dark skies and breaking waves), which
allows the viewer to follow the servant’s tale from court to coast in
his execution of Perdita’s abandonment, while it also foreshadows
the pastoral portion of the play that follows.
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Plate 86

Probably the most famous commissioned artist in the
Boydell group was Henry Fuseli. In all, Fuseli produced seven
drawings for the exhibition. In 1770, while still in his twenties,
Fuseli left London for Rome and studied painting there for nine
years. Upon his return to England, he won his first commission
with Boydell, and, by 1786, he was an artistic force in his own
right. In Plate 17, Act IV, Scene i, Fuseli illustrates A Midsummer
Night’s Dream by portraying its whimsical cast of characters.
Here Fuseli also makes manifest the literal transformation that is
occurring in the play by depicting a tiny man gazing up in
Bottom’s hand. Additionally, there is a mischievous Peaseblossom
(pulling on Bottom’s hair) and a majestic Titania overseeing the
assembly. Using the phantasmagoric atmosphere of A Midsummer
Night’s dream-like state, Fuseli suspends the play’s psycho-
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dramatic characterization with a simultaneity that could not be held
for any time on the stage, and he reminds the gallery’s visitors of
the ways in which the play’s most important thematic elements can
be consolidated for the gallery visitor’s viewing pleasure in a
single, still image.

Plate 17

The last kind of painting from the Boydell Shakespeare
Gallery that emphasizes a plot point derived from reading rather
than seeing the plays is exemplified in the gallery’s illustration of
important historical or national moments in the plays. In Plate 58,
“The Entrance of King Richard and Bolingbroke into London, as
described by the Duke of York in Act V, Scene ii, of Richard II,”
James Northcote renders the poignancy of the public’s affection
for the man who will become Henry IV. Northcote’s print is a
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great example of an illustration of an “indirect story” that occurs
off-stage, as well as an example of the Boydell Gallery’s intention
to link Shakespeare’s canon to the construction of a popular British
history recorded in painting. In fact, the print’s portrayal of Henry
as a man of action might be especially suggestive to an eighteenthcentury audience who were still reeling from questions about the
appropriate extension of monarchal power that had so
characterized the Stuart and Hanover reigns.

Plate 58

The final image from the Boydell Gallery that I would like
to offer imagines the baptism of Queen Elizabeth in Plate 35 at the
end of Henry VIII, Act V, Scene iv. Surely, Elizabeth’s baptism is
a vital part of the Boydell’s Imperial Folio collection based on the
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historical scene that it depicts and the eighteenth century’s
adoration of her as queen of England’s Golden Age.

Plate 35

I want to end my discussion of the Boydell Shakespeare Gallery
with this particular image because, on one hand, the print conveys
the gallery’s aim to establish an English School of Historical
Painting and, on the other hand, it shows the manner in which the
Boydell artists are in a sense selectively editing the plots of the
history plays with their emphasis on different subplots in their
gallery presentations of Shakespearean imagery. The question
becomes then, where does the latter impulse for editing the plays in
a visual context derive?
One part of the answer results from the sheer enthusiasm
for print that eighteenth-century reading culture held. In “Writing
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is a Technology that Restructures Thought,” Walter Ong argues
that as primary oral cultures become primary literate ones, a
paradigm shift occurs in which sound or aural dominance is
replaced by visual prominence. To describe this transformation,
Ong remarks:
Writing distances the word from sound, reducing oral-aural
evanescence to the seeming quiescence of visual space. But
this distancing is not total or permanent, for every reading of a
text consists of restoring it, directly or indirectly, to sound,
vocally or in the imagination.16

For Ong, the act of reading is essentially a visual and an aural
restoration that transcends its original medium. Ong’s point is
useful here, too, for considering the Boydell Gallery. For the
eighteenth century’s citizens, this really is the first time in history
when the plays would have been available on a mass scale not only
to see, but also to read.
The immediacy of having the text before the reader creates
a unique intimacy with the Shakespeare plays that was not
formerly available and an interest, as Ong asserts, in visually
restoring the printed language to the imagination, by altering either
the language or its printed space. Both of these gestures have
already been well documented in the eighteenth century’s unique
editorial treatment of Shakespeare’s plays, but the Boydell Gallery
represents another subtler form of this practice via its use of
illustrations. If eighteenth-century theatrical adaptations restored
visual associations to the language of the plays, the Boydell
Gallery (along with the host of illustrated Shakespeare editions that
accompanied it) restored prominence to the textual passages that
most needed visual association, precisely because they were
omitted, for whatever reason, from many Shakespeare productions.
As a result, one way in which all of the above-mentioned imagery
from the Boydell Gallery can be read is as a reflection of the
16

Walter Ong, “Writing is a Technology that Restructures Thought,” in
The Linguistics of Literacy, ed. Pamela Downing, Susan D. Lima, and Michael
Noonan, 293-319 (Philadelphia: John Benjamins Co., 1992), 308.
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paradigm shift from seeing the plays to reading them, and as
evidence of the impulse to return to seeing them again. Now,
though, the imaginative frame is an illustrated print rather than a
stage setting, but the basic gesture that Ong and others note still
remains the same. In this way, the gallery’s rendering of off-stage
action mimics to some extent the reading as well as the editing of
the plays that occurred in the eighteenth century.
This is not to say that the Boydell Gallery does not also
reflect many of the stage conventions that Frederick Burwick and
others point to in its depictions of costumes, actors, and set
designs.17 However, by including in the Boydell Gallery’s
collection some paintings which can be attributed to visualizing a
scene derived from primarily reading the plays, or to visualizing a
scene that either does not appear on stage or resists emphasis in
production (one that would usually be rendered by reading rather
than by seeing), the Boydell Gallery also reflects the pedagogical
shift in approaching Shakespeare that occurred in the course of the
eighteenth century. By demonstrating a new interest in how the
silent text translates when it is “staged”—either in a scholarly
edition’s illustrations or on a hung canvas—the Boydell Gallery
remains a persistent indicator of the tremendous enjoyment
inherent in hearing and seeing, and now reading and seeing, the
Shakespeare plays in all their transcendent and adaptable glory.
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See Frederick Burwick, “John Boydell’s Shakespeare Gallery and
the Stage,” Shakespeare Jahrbuch 133 (1997): 54-76.

